Southern Region Electric Glider Competition 2018

Queanbeyan Round 3
Saturday 1 December
2018
Note Change of Venue and Date
Contact Grant Manwaring: (02) 62411320

Fred Lambert: 0411668760

___________________________________________________________________
We are running a simple 3 round event that most flyers can participate in and enjoy.
The event will consist of two classes, up to 2.6 meters and above 2.6 to a maximum
of 4 meters. This allows for a range of models from basic Radian and simple built up
converted wooden glider to the full F5J type competition models.
To fly in the event models will need to be equipped with a height limiting device in
the model set to 200 meters or 30 seconds cut off. Devices such as the Soaring
Circuits CAM, or the Altis V.4 device are suitable, there are others as well.
Round 3 of this event will be flown at the Queanbeyan Model Aero Club flying field
on Brier Sharrows Road to Hoskinstown on Saturday 1 December 2018. Briefing at
9.15am, flying start at 9.30am. For this event we will need provide our own lunches
and drinks. December will be hot, so please ensure you have plenty of water.
I wish to thank the Queanbeyan Club and Fred Lambert for their offer to use their
field to allow us to complete the three rounds for this year. We look forward to their
continuing involvement in 2019.
The overall winners in each class in the Southern Region Electric Glider Competition
will be awarded a perpetual Leader Board Trophy to hold for the following year. The
winner will be determined by the aggregate
scores achieved in each round.
Come along and enjoy some gliding fun.
The Rules.
Launching method, electric motor, height limited to 200 meters or 30 seconds.
All flights will count. No attempts allowed.
Total flight time of 30 minutes from 5 flights to be flown in rounds.
Maximum flight time per flight is 8 minutes, deduct 1 point over 8 minutes.
Timing starts when motor stops and stops when models first contacts ground.
Landing to be in defined area, outside this area is a zero for that round.
Last flight to be 1 minute or more, with CD to appoint timers for this round.
Pilots responsible for their own time calculations, these to be submitted to the CD on
completion of each flight.
A tie result on the day will result in a fly off, closest flight time to 6 minutes will be
declared the winner.
Flyers can fly in one class or other, but not both on the same day.

